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The geometric description of the cohomology of the Grassmannian of 
@-i’s in g”- i has its origins in Schubert’s work on enumerative 
geometry [ 1 l] (cf. [7, 81). The Schubert varieties give a linear basis for the 
Chow ring of the Grassmannian. These classes can be parametrized by 
sequences (n 2 a I > . . . 2 ak > 0) and the corresponding codimension is 
Cf= I ai. In particular, the classes (p) = (p, O,..., 0), 1 <p 6 n, are called the 
special Schubert varieties and the classical Pieri formula computes the 
intersection of an arbitrary Schubert variety with a special Schubert 
variety; namely 
(a, ..., Qk). (PI = c (b,,..., bk), 
where the h,‘s satisfy a,- i 2 bi 3 ai (a, = n) and (of course) cf= r bi = 
P + Ck=, ai. 
We give here an analogous theorem for the homogeneous spaces 
so Zn+ ,iun and Sp, JU,, exploiting ideas of Chevalley [5] and 
Demazure [6]. More precisely, we observe that the Schubert varieties in 
both these spaces are parametrized by monotone sequences 
(n2x, > ... > xk b 1) (k can now vary) and (as above) we refer to the 
(p)‘s, 1 d p d n, as special Schubert varieties. The main result is an intersec- 
tion formula for these classes, strikingly similar to the classical one, but 
complicated by multiplicities. This completes a programme suggested at the 
end of [9]. 
THEOREM. In the Chow ring of SO,, + ,/Un, 
(*I (x Y ). (p)=C m-;qx; )...) XL+,), 1 ?..., I k 
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where x’ = (xi ,..., XL + 1) satisfies (a) xi- 1 2 xi > xi (x0 = n, xk + , = 0) and 
(b) C:=+,’ xj =p + Cfl= 1 xi. The multiplicity is given by 
(**I log,(m~:~)=#{ldi<k:x~+,<xi<x~}+(A-I), 
where A = 1 - 6.X;+,0, i.e., the difference in the lengths of x and x’. Similarly, 
(*) holds in the Chow ring of Sp,/U, but the final summand is omitted in 
(**). 
Here is a brief summary of the paper. In Section 1 we recall the 
Chevalley intersection formula in the Chow ring of G/B and the description 
of the Chow ring of G/P. In particular, we show how Demazure’s 
A,,,-operators play a part in this description. 
Section 2 is devoted to a detailed analysis of the Chevalley formula for 
the flag manifolds of types B, and C,. We proceed by studying the Bruhat 
order on the hyperoctahedral group. 
Finally, in Section 3 we prove the Theorem above (modulo a lemma 
relegated to the Appendix) and suggest some further questions. 
Throughout, we shall use the symbols # and 1 1 to denote the car- 
dinality of a set. 
1. CHOW RING OF G/P 
We begin by fixing some standard notation. Let G be a semisimple 
algebraic group over an algebraically closed field k. Choose a maximal 
torus T and a Bore1 subgroup B containing it. This determines a root 
system A, simple roots C, positive roots A+, etc. W is the Weyl group of A 
generated by simple reflections S = (s,: tl E cf with length function I(u)) 
and longest word wO; I(w,) = 1 A + 1. W, is the parabolic subgroup of W 
generated by {sp: fi # u.} and W” is the set of minimal length left coset 
representatives of W, in W. The fundamental weights (0, : c1 E C> satisfy 
(%,pv)=~a~, 4 BE .Z. We let P, denote the maximal parabolic 
corresponding to w, (i.e., corresponding to the subset C-{ ~3). Our com- 
putations are done inside the Chow ring A’(-) of codimension i sub- 
varieties modulo rational equivalence. This ring can be (anti-)identified 
with H*((, Z) when one views the spaces under consideration over k = @. 
The Bruhat decomposition G = BWB provides a “cell-decomposition” of 
the projective flag variety [2, p. 3471 
G/B= u BwB/B. 
W’S w 
Each B,, = Bw,wB/B is isomorphic, as a k-variety, to an afhne space of 
dimension 1 A + 1 - Z(w); it is called a Bruhat cell. The closure B,, (Schubert 
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variety) gives an element X,E A ““‘(G/B). Indeed, these classes provide a 
Z-basis for A’(G/B). There is an alternative description of this Chow ring 
[6]. Let V denote the character group of T. There is a map 
c : S( V) + A’( G/B). 
Geometrically, c is induced from sending a character x of T to the first 
Chern class of the associated line bundle L,. There is a “coordinate” 





If w  = s,~ . . s,~ is a reduced decomposition then 
A,,.=A,,o.~.~Azk 
is a well-defined operator of degree -k. One has 
(1.1) c(u)= c A,>(U) x,., /In,) =, 
where u E S,( I’). In particular, 
(1.2) d4 = Xbz. 
Demazure [6] has shown that the kernel of c is generated by Oj,O S,( I’)” 
and the cokernel is finite. 
Chevalley [S] (see [7, 91) h as computed the intersection product in 
A’(G/B). The formula is 
(1.3) THEOREM (Chevalley). If u’ E W, z E C, then in A’(G/B) 
x,. . xsx = c (B” > %) GSl,, 
where b is in A + satisfying I( wss) = l(w) + 1. 
Now suppose P, is as above. Then there is a diagram 




Furthermore, the X,., w  E W”, are a Z-basis for A’(G/P,) [ 1, Theorem 5.51. 
The group IV, is a (possibly reducible) Coxeter group. If it is irreducible, 
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Chevalley’s theorem [4] tells us it is a polynomial algebra on the fun- 
damental invariants. We exploit this in Section 3. 
2. HYPEROCTAHEDRAL GROUPS 
The purpose of this section is to analyze explicitly the Chevalley formula 
(1.3) for flag manifolds of types B, and C,. 
Let V denote a real vector space of dimension n equipped with the stan- 
dard Euclidean inner product (,). We recall the usual realization of the 
root system of type B,. If {ei ,..., e,} denotes the standard basis of V, then 
A is the set of vectors 
Let W denote the Weyl group of A generated by the reflections sp, /I E A, 
where 
$h+-(x,P”)P 
and /I” is the co-root 2(fl, j)-’ /I. Classically, W is called the hyperoc- 
tahedral group; it is the symmetry group of an n-dimensional cube. 
The set C= {~i}l~i~n, where cy;=e,-e,+,, 1 <i<n, and x,=e, gives a 
set of simple roots for A for which the positive roots are 
A+ = {e,-e,: 1 <i<j<n} u {e,+e,: 1 <i<j<n} 
u (e,: 16i6n). 
Of course, the group W is generated by reflections with respect to the 
simple roots S= {s~},~~~~, si=sI,, and is isomorphic to the semi-direct 
product C, K Z;, where C, acts in the obvious way. We write a typical 
element of W as (a, E), where cr E Z,, and E E Z; ; so that if w’ = (a’, E’) is 
another element is 
ww’ = (d, d), 
where dj = a,,(,) .E:. One can represent W by signed permutation matrices 
by associating (A,) EGL,(Z) to (0, E), where Ali=~,S,(ijj. For con- 
venience we often write gi for o(i). As usual, the length I of w  E W is the 
minimal length of an expression of w  in terms of the generators S. It is an 
easy exercise to show: 
(2.1) LEMMA. If w = (a, E) E W, then 
I(w) =7(a) + c (24+ l), 
El= -1 
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where d, = d,(a) = # {x > j: a,r > a,} and 7 is the length function on 2, with 
respect to the usual basis { si: 1 < i < n }. 
We can write this out a little more explicitly: 
(2.2) LEMMA. ff w = (a, E) E W, then 
I(w)= 1 (n+l-j)+ C d,+ c e,, 
E,= ~ I c,= -I El= I 
where ej=ej(a)= #(x>j:a,<a,]. 
Proof. Clearly dj+ e, = n -j and it is well known that qa) = cT:I’ e,. 
Hence, by (2.1) 




= c e,+ 1 d, + 1 dJ+ c 1 
j= I e,= -I > t,= -1 E,= -1 
=~=C_ln-i+l+~=C+le,+~~-,r! 
i i I 
as claimed. 
In order to understand (1.3) for the orthogonal flag manifold we begin 
by computing f(wsa) - f(w), (3 E A+. 
We start with the simplest case. 
LEMMA. Zf w E W, then 
I( WSJ - 1( w ) = q( 2di + 1). 
Proof: By (2.2), we compute 
l(ws,)-l(w)=~~[(n+ 1 -i)+d,-e,] 
=si[n+l -i+d,-(n-i-d,)] 
= &,(2d; + 1). 
The next case is not as straightforward. We first introduce some notation. 
If i < j, define (a,, aj) = {x: x is properly between ar and a,}, I,, = 
(i<z<j:aZE(ai,a,)>, T= # (i<z<j:c,>max(ai, a,)> and tinaliy 




-1 a, < ai’ 
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(2.4) LEMMA. Zf w = (a, E) E W, 1 < i <j 6 n, then 
c Ez+Ei(IZijl +l) 2 E, = Ej 
4 ws,, - e, )-l(w)= 
ZE I, 1 
pjj +42T+ IZ,l +l), 8, # Ej. 
ProoJ: Suppose, for example, that si = li = 1. Then by (2.2) 
4 ws,, ~ e, )-l(W)=(e:-ei)+(el-ej)+ C (f;-.f,), 
iczcj 
where ep = e,,(w), e; = ep(wSesp,,), p = i, j, and fz denotes e, (resp. d,) if 
E; = 1 (resp. - 1). Certainly, right multiplication by s,,~,, does not affect the 
values of fi below i or above j. Also 
e:=e,+ #{i<z<j:o,<o,,) 
e;=ei- #{i<z6j:aZ<oj). 
Call these cardinalities e and 2, respectively. So we get 
(ei-ei)+(e;-e,)=(e,+e-e,)+(ei-C+ej) 
=e-f?=p&l+ IZtiI). 
Also it is easy to see f:-f,=~~~~, if CT,E (a,, o,), otherwise 0. Putting this 
all together the special case follows. The case Ed = - 1 = ~~ follows similarly. 
Suppose now E; = 1, ~~ = - 1. Then 
I(ws,~,)-I(~l)=(n+l -i)-(n+l-j)+(d:--e,)+(ej-d,) 
+ 1 (fl- -fzh 
i<l<j 
where we use the same notational conventions as above. We also get 
d:=d,+ # {i<z<j:a,>a,} 
ei=e,- # (i<z6j:o,<o,}. 
Calling these cardinalities d and e, respectively, we get 
l(w~s,p,)-I(ws)=(j-i)+(dj-e,+d)+(ei-d,-e)+ C (fi-fz) 
I<:<,. 
=(j-i)+(d-e)+ C (fi-fi). 
,<z<, 
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Letting B= # (i<z<j: (~,<min((~~, aj)} we can write (*) B+ IZ,iI + T= 
j-i- 1. Clearly d-e= T- B b y considering the possible cases pii = k 1. 
Hence, arguing as before and invoking (*), 
=(j-i)+T-(j-i-I-IZ,jI-T)+p, C E, 
i > =E ly 
=2T+II,,I+l+p, 
The remaining case follows similarly and the proof is complete. 
We record now the result for the third type of positive root. 
(2.5) LEMMA. Zfw=(r~, E)E W, 1 di<j<n, then 
2E,(d,+d,+l)+p,, 1 E:;-e,(l +\I,,I) , 1 Ei=E, : t 18, 
&j[2(d,-di+ T)+ II,1 + 11 +pv E, # E,. 
Proof Follow the strategy of (2.4). 
We now determine when multiplication by sg, /I E A +, makes the length 
increase by exactly one. The first result is immediate. 
(2.6) PROPOSITION. Zf w = (a, E) E W, 1 < i < n, then I( U’S,,) = /(M’) + 1 if 
and only if E, = 1 and dj = 0. 
We also have 
(2.7) PROPOSITION. Zf M' = (CT, E) E W, 1 6 i <j d n, then 1( M’S+.,) = 
I( IV) + 1 if and only if one of the following four corzditions holds. 
1 1 1 -1 
-1 -I -1 1 
(iii) 1 -1 1 -1 and 7’=0 
(iv) 1 -1 -1 1 and T=O 
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Proof For example, consider case (i), E, = 1 = E,. Then 
This expression is 1 if and only if the indicated conditions on the pk and a;, 
z E I,, hold. Similarly for the other three cases. 
For the last type of positive root we get 
(2.8) PROPOSITION. Zf w= (a, E)E W, 1 di<j<n then I(ws,+,)= 
I(w) + 1 if and only if one of the following two conditions holds. 
(VI 1 
(vi) -1 
-1 1 -1 and 7”=0 
1 -1 1 and T’=O 
where T’ = # {z > j: gz E (a;, G,)}. 
Proof: First we show there is no hope if ai = Ed. Suppose first ai = 1 and 
the length goes up by 1. Then by (2.5) 
1 = 4%, + e, )-l(w)=2(d;+dj+l)+po 
[ 
C E;-(IZ~I + 1) 
i E lq 1 
=2(di+dj+l)-p,i[1+2#{z~Z,I:s;=-l}]. 
Hence, pii= 1 and di+dj= # {~EZ~: Ed = -l}. But since a,> gi, di> 
1 Z, 1 + 1 > # {z E Z,: ez = - 1 } and this is a contradiction. Similarly for 
Ei= -1 =Ej. 
Now suppose si # Ed. By (2.5) again 
4 wse, + e, )-f(w)=2~j(dj-di+T)+~j[1+2#{~~~v:~;=pv~;}]. 
We first analyze the number d, + T- di. One can check 
(*I dj+ T-d,= 
i 
-(#(z>i:a,<cr;<a,)+l), pij= 1 
# {z>j:aj<aZ<ai}, pii= -1 
Hence, if sj = + 1, we require that 
(**I (d,+ T-d,)+ # {sZiix,=pii) =O. 
There are two possibilities. If pii= 1 then by (*) 
#{ZE~,fEz=l}=#(Z>i:~;<~;<~j}++>>~& 
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which is impossible. But if pii= - 1, then both terms of (**) must vanish 
and we get case (vi). On the other hand, if sj = - 1 we require 
-Cd,-d,+ T)= # {xZii: &,= -p,) + 1. 
So again pv = 1 and by (* ) 
#{~~EIg:Fz=-l}=#(Z>i:O,<(T~<~,} 
= lZ,l+ # (z>j:cJi<cJ,<6,}. 
This forces E, = - 1, for all z E I, and T’ = 0. This is case (v) and the proof 
is complete. 
It only remains to compute some inner products and we can write down 
the Chevalley formula for SOz,+ i /B. According to [3], the fundamental 












These are the data required to write down the Chevalley formula (1.3) for 
an (odd) orthogonal flag manifold SO,, + ,/B. 
(2.11) THEOREM. Zfw~ W, then in H*(S02,+,/B; Z) 
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(ii 1 x3, . X,. = C Xw.,,-e, + 2 1 Xw.se, 
i<kcJ i<k 
=I/ E, = 0 
d, = 0 
+ c x,,,e, +e, + 2 c xw,+e,’ 1 <k<n. 
i<k-cj i<k 
Ck c; 
For SpJB, the second term in (i) has a coefficient of 2 and the last term of 
(ii) omits the 2. (The conditions C,, Cb are given in (2.7) (2.8 ), respec- 
tively.) 
Proof: Invoke (2.6) (2.7), (2.8), (2.10), and (1.3). For the final asser- 
tion check the analogue of (2.10) for C, root systems from [3]. 
This gives a good picture of the intersection theory on SOZ,+ ,/B. We 
want to “restrict” down to S02,+ ,/P,, where CI = c(,, so the reductive part 
of P, is of type A, ~ r . We begin by identifying the set W’ that parametrizes 
the Schubert varieties of G/P,. 
Given a monotone sequence x=(n>x,>...>x,>l), let 
y, < ” <y,-, be an ordered enumeration of the complement of 
((n + 1) - x, ,..., (n + 1) - xk} in { 1, 2 ,..., n >. Define a corresponding 
element x = (a,, E,) E W (same name) by 
1 <i<n-k 
n-k<i<n. 
The following facts were observed in [lo]. 
(2.12) PROPOSITION. (i) w”= (x:n3x,>...>x,> 1); 
(ii) f(x) = CF= 1 xi; 
(iii) (P)=s~+,~~...s,, 1 <p<n. 
It will often be helpful to think of x as a partition and identify it with its 
shape. For example, if x = (4 > 3 > 1) its shape is 
P 
It was shown in [lo] that the Bruhat order restricted to W” corresponds 
to the “inclusion” order on shapes, e.g., (3, 1) < (4, 3, 1) because 
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According to (1.4) we have a map 
c: qa,,..., a,] = Z[e,,..., en]‘“--+ A’(S02,+ ,/P,), 
where CJ; denotes the ith elementary symmetric function in n variables. We 
compute this map explicitly. 
(2.13) LEMMA. In A’(SO,,+,/P), 1 <pdn, 
Proof: By (1.1) 
c(cJ,)= 1 d,,(a,) x,. /(w)=p 
First we claim d,(cr,) = 26,.,a,- ,(e,,..., e,- L)r where A, = A,,. Clearly if 
f #n, s, fixes gp, so d,(a,) =O. On the other hand 
UJ,) = 
a,(e,,..., en)--Jel,..., e,- ,, -e,,) 
e,, 
[ 
C e,op- l(el,..., e,, ,)+a,(e,,...,e,,~,)l- 
= C-e,a,~,(e,,...,e,~,)+o,(e,,...,e,,~I)l 1 e,, = 20,~ ,(e, ,..., e, , 1, 
And now for l<i<p, we claim dl(cp .,(e,,...;enmi))= 
6 r,n-iop-r-1 (e 1 ‘..., e,,+ ,~ 1). The computaton is similar. We conclude 
AJo,)= if u~=.Y,+,~~...s~; zero otherwise and we are done. 
Remark. Topologically, (2.13) computes the map 
where gp is identified with the pth Chern class c,,. In particular, it shows 
that the image of cp is divisible by 2 exactly once. 
Our Pieri formula will expand X,,, X,, XE W”, in the linear Schubert 
basis X,, w E W”. The strategy is to exploit (2.11) and (2.13). We turn to 
this in the following section. 
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3. PIERI FORMULA 
The goal of this section is to prove the result stated in the Introduction. 




2Jfs”--s”m,T t = n. 
These classes are important because of the following: 
(3.1) LEMMA. In A’(SO,,+,/B), 1 <pbn, 
XCp) = $-$(A 1 ,..., A,). 
Proof. We compute 
Xc,, = 4c(Op(el ,..., en)) 
= $c(Q4 3 02 - WI ,..., 2Qhl - on- I)) 
= &(A I,..., A,) 
by (2.9) and (1.2). 
We leave it to the reader to use (2.11) to check: 
(3.2) LEMMA. In A’( SO*,+ ,/B); w  E W, 1 < t d n, 
A, . X, = c Xw,,mci - c Xwseg PI 
r-cj 1<, 
c‘y c,, 
+ c xw,,,+<,+ c x,,~,+~~+26,,,16,,.,x,,c,, 
t-cj i-et 
c; c;, 
where <ii and Cl are the conditions of (2.7) and (2.8), respectively. 
Let A,. X,. denote the last three terms of (3.2). In the Appendix we 
prove: 
(3.3) LEMMA. Zf WE W”, then in A’(SO,,+,/P), 1 <pGn, 
&,(A, ,..., A,) . X, = fo,(& ,..., A,) . X,,. 
Hence, it only remains to show that +g,(A,,..., A,). x gives the right- 
hand side of the formula (*) in the Introduction (see (3.6) below). 
Let us write out x = (xl > .. > x,), as defined in Section 2, as 
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( y1 ,..., .Yn -k I n + 1 - Xk ,..., n + 1 - x1) (the bars indicate si = - 1). We 
introduce the notation (zII ,..., zk) (if n 3 z, > ... > zk 3 1) for ( y, ,..., 
y,-, 1 zk,..., ?k ) so that when (x, ,..., xk) = (zr ,..., zk) we have 
(3.4) ,-j=n+ 1 -.xk. j+,, 1 di<k. 
From now on, we will write simply ~1, x, etc., for X,, X,, etc., it being clear 
from context whether an element of W or A’(S02,+ ,/B) is intended. 
Finally, we also let i’ = i - n + k, for n - k < i < n. 
(3.5) LEMMA. Let z= (z~,..., zk) E W”. In A’(SO,,+,/B): 
(i) Zft=n, then 
A,‘z=26k,0(n)+(1-62,,,)(z, ,..., zk-1). 
(ii) If n-k<t<n, then 
A,.z=(1-6,,,~1,2,,+,)(--1 ,..., z,,-l ,..., zk). 
(iii) Zf t=n-k, then 
A, . z = 2( 1 - 6,,,,)(n, z1 ,..., z~) 
(iv) If1 <t<n-k, then 
A;z= i: 6;,-lJyl )..., y,+l,..., ynpkl< )...) zi-1 )...) Z). 
i= 1 
Proof Apply (3.3) and the definition of A,. 
We now turn to: 
(3.6) PROPOSITION. rf XE W”, then $~,(2,,..., A,). x equals the right- 
hand side of (*) in the Theorem, where 
a,(& )...) A,) = 1 A,yi,,. 
l<lp<.‘.<‘,Gn 
Proof: We work with the (z) corresponding to (x) (cf. (3.4)), setting 
zO=n + 1. According to (3.5) the z’ which occur in 2;~ satisfy 
zj<zi(O<i<k)and CkzOz:= (cf=, zi) - 1. By induction, the z’ which 
occur in AIP . ..A.;= have z:<z,, O<i<k, and ~f=Oz~=(Cf=Ozi)-p. 
Translating back into the xi)s, these conditions are precisely (b) and the 
second inequality of (a) of the Theorem. 
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We now consider more carefully the effect of A,,,..., AI, on z. Let r be the 
smallest integer for which t, 6 n -k. If all tJ > n - k, set r =p + 1. 
Stage 1. Apply A, ,,..., ,? ,,-, (tl > . .. > t,- 1 > n -k). Each A, decreases 
- by 1 (if this is possible in JP). Hence this stage consists of decreasing &‘I 
each of z k, zkP ,,..., zi by 0 or 1, in order, subject to the requirement that 
the result of each step remains in W’. (In terms of the x;s we are increasing 
x i ,..., .xk in order.) 
Stage 2. Apply Pi ,,,..., A, (t, > . . > t, > 1). We claim this amounts to 
decreasing zO, z1 ,..., zk by arbitrary non-negative integers, in order, subject 
to the requirement that the result of each step remains in W”. Each A!,, 
tj d n - k, clearly decreases some zi by 1; so we need only show that the 
value of i cannot decrease as j increases (equivalently as t, decreases). First, 
‘T-k, if present (t, = n -k), decreases z0 by 1, if possible. A,,+, certainly 
decreases some zi with i3 0. Now assume that At, decreased zi, i.e., 
exchanged z, and y, = zi - 1, to give 5. If A,+, decreases 5,, then 5, - 1 = 
y,,, , < JJ,, = Zi, implying I3 i (since if I < i, then 5, > Z,, and Z, - 1 3 2;). This 
proves the claim. 
Evidently any given zi (1 6 i < k) can be decreased by at most 1 (namely 
in Stage 1) before ziPI is decreased to its final value z:-, (in Stage 1 or 2). 
Hence~-:~,>z;-l;i.e.,z:~,~?,(l < i < k), which is equivalent to the first 
inequality of (a) of the Theorem. 
Conversely, suppose z’ corresponds to an x’ satisfying (a) and (b). Then 
-’ can be obtained from z using the above procedure, by ensuring that each A
zi for which z:- i = z, is decreased by 1 in Stage 1. 
On the other hand, for each z, for which z: < zi but z: _, > zi, there is an 
option of decreasing it by 1 using an 2, in Stage 1 or making the first 
decrease with an A, in Stage 2. Thus for each such i there is a factor of 2 in 
the multiplicity of x’. This corresponds to the first term in the formula for 
log2m-rz. From (3.5), there is also a factor of 2 if z0 is decreased from n + 1 
to n, giving the term d. Finally, the factor t in (3.1) leads to the - 1 in 
log, m,.. 
It only remains to comment on the changes required for the sumplectic 
case. We leave it for the reader to check: 
(i) In the definition of the A,‘s, the coefficient 2 is deleted and con- 
sequently in (3.1 ) the 4 is deleted. 
(ii) In (3.2) and (3.5) the 2’s are deleted. Because of these changes, 
the term A - 1 is removed from the multiplicity formula (**). 
This completes the proof of (3.6). 
Remark. We explain our multiplicity result in terms of the shape of x 
(see Section 2). 
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If x is the shape determined by the solid lines, X’ can have any shape 
extending it contained in the dotted lines. Stage 1 (in the proof) adds 
squares starting at the top and then Stage 2 adds squares starting at the 
bottom, both subject to the requirement that the shape remain monotone, 
i.e., in W”. The multiplicity of such an x’ contains a factor of 2 for each row 
(of the original diagram) that is extended but for which the row below it 
fails to reach its maximum value. Similarly, a factor of 2 is added if a new 
bottom row is added (this is the 2 in (3Siii) and hence the A in the 
Theorem ). 
Remark. Our result suggests some further questions. Is there a Giam- 
belli formula that expresses each Schubert class as a polynomial in the 
special Schubert classes? Classically, for the Grassmannian it is a deter- 
minantal expression. Finally, is there a Littlewood-Richardson rule for 
multiplying arbitrary Schubert classes, i.e., a combinatorial description of 
the resulting intersection multiplicities? It is possible that both of these 
questions may find their answer in an appropriate theory of Schur 
functions for Laurent polynomials (we are thinking here of the symplectic 
case). 
APPENDIX 
We now show that the contribution due to terms involving s,,- r, (i <j) 
in the A,‘s is zero (this is Lemma (3.3)). By the remark following (1.4) 
Xc,, . X,. is a linear combination of the X,,.‘s with u” E W”. Thus suffices to 
show that the resulting w’ cannot lie in W if an s,,- p i is applied, so that the 
total coefficient must eventually vanish. 
At any stage of applying the operators A,, let t,,, be the subscript of the 
last operator applied, so that the next A, must have t < t,,,. 
CASE I. Let w = (0, E) E W, and suppose here is a pair (i,j) such that 
i<j, ei= - 1, sj = + 1, and t,,, <j. Then every )t’(‘) obtained by applying 
A, (t < t,,,) to w  also satisfies these conditions (with possibly different i, j, 
Lx 1. 
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ProoJ We consider cases. The conclusion is certainly true if A, does not 
change wi or w, (where wi = ~~a,). 
1. Assume wI changes. 
(a) s,, is impossible since it occurs only in Ai, but j k t,,,. Similarly, 
s e,kr, (I >j) is also impossible. 
(b) se!-,,, 1 <j. Since sj= 1, only type (i) (see (2.7)) is possible. Then 
E,= + 1, so I# i. Hence E)‘) = E,= -1, e,!“=e[= +l, and tgh=l<j. Thus 
the pair (i, j) satisfies the conditions of Case I for w(I). 
(c) se,+e, l<j, type (vi) (see (2.8)). E;‘)= -E,= 1, E!“= -ej= -1, 
t(l) = 1. Thus (I, j) satisfies Case I. max 
2. Assume uai changes. 
(a) s,, is impossible ei = - 1. 
(b) se<-.,, i<l, type (ii). E,= -1 so l#j. E~“=E,= -1, s~‘)=sj= 1, 
t$, <j. Thus (i, j) satisfies Case I. 
(cl se,+=,, i<l, type (vi). E:.~)= -E[= -1, sjl’= -~~=l, t~~,<I. 
Thus (i, I) satisfies Case I. 
(d) se,-e,, I < i, type (ii), (iii), or (iv). l#j since j> i. So E:‘) = Ed= 
- 1 s(i) = E.= 1 t,f& <j. Thus (1, j) satisfies Case I. ’ I 
@I sI+~,,’ Z<i, type(v). &I’)= -E[= -1, again .$“=E~= 1, tga,<j. 
Thus (i, j) satisfies Case I. 
These are the only possibilities, and the proof is complete. 
Suppose that an s,,- c, of type (iii) or (iv), or an s,,,, of type (vi), is used. 
Immediately following its application, we have t,,, <j (since these occur 
only in A i and Ai, and i <j), and (i, j) satisfies the conditions of Case I. So 
any resulting MI’ also satisfies Case I. But no element of W” satisfies Case I, 
so W’ cannot lie in W’, as claimed. Hence from now on, we may disregard 
reflections of types (iii), (iv), and (vi). 
CASE II. Let IV= (0, E) E W, and suppose there is a pair (i, j) such that 
i < j, c, = cJ = + 1, 0, > oj, and t,,, <j. Then every w(” obtained 611 applying 
A, (t < t,,,) to w satisfies either these conditions or those of Case I. 
The proof is similar to that of Case I, and will be omitted. 
Case II describes the MI obtained by applying an s,,~,, of type (i). Since 
no element of W” satisfies these conditions, the resulting w’ again do not lie 
in W”. So from now on, we disregard reflections of type (i) as well. 
In order to eliminate type (ii), we must use a different strategy, because it 
is possible to obtain an element w’ of WY from A,. . . A,, . w  using reflec- 
tions s,~ ~ c of type (ii). Instead, we show that for each such w’, there is 
another monomial in a,(A, ,..., A,,) giving MI’ with the negative multiplicity. 
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Moreover, w’ is obtained from w  in this second monomial using some 
s e,~e,r and the association is one-to-one. Hence the net multiplicity of w’ 
arising by considering the first two terms of (3.2) is zero. 
We proceed with the proof in several steps. 
LEMMA. Suppose w has the form ( yI ,..., y,, k / 5, ,..., 2k) with 
yl<“‘<ynpk and z,>...>z~;~,~~. Then so does w”‘=ws, where s is a 
reflection of type (ii) or (v), or an s<,,, appearing in A, with t <: t,,,. 
Proof 1. First we check that the y’s remain increasing. 
(a) Type (ii) does not change the y’s. 
(b) s=s L’, + r,1 type(v). Then i<n-k, j>n-k, yi<z,,<yi+I. 
yi?, = yip i <))I <z,, =.v:.‘)<J~,+, =-vi:)%, and the y’s are increasing. 
(c) s=s,,. Then y,lpk=n and w”‘=(y, <“‘<J’,~~~,IE,Z ,,..., zk). 
2. Now we check the 7s. Assume that s occurs in A,. Then t& = 
t-c trnax. 
(a) s = s e,~ ?,, I > t. Then zi,’ ) = zr,, i < t&).., so z(,’ ) > . . > z:,‘,{, ~ , max 
(b) s = s C,Pr,, I< t. Since E, = 1, for all ZE I,,, it follows that I= t. 
41) - 7 -I’L?-‘.,‘Ll > Z,‘_ , > zr* = z)?! , , so Z’I” > . . . > =I!’ z > ;i!’ , 
(cl s = s P,+e, (I> t) or s,,+.( (I< t). Neither affects zi for i< t’, so they 
remain decreasing. 
(d) s = s,,. Then t = n -k and the condition on the ?s is vacuously 
satisfied. 
3. It is clear that cf.‘) = + 1, .$” = - 1 implies i < j for s having any of the 
three types. 
Since the initial u’ has the properties of the lemma, we may now assume 
that the elements of W obtained at each stage have this form. 
We now record some further properties of an element w  which are suf- 
ficient to imply that no element obtained from it by applying operators A, 
can lie in Wa. The proofs are similar to that of Case I and will be omitted. 
CASE III. Let w = (6, E) E W be as in the lemma and suppose there is a 
triple (i,j,m) such that i<j<m, ei=ej=s,=-1, a,<~,, ~,,,<a,, 
t max<n- k+ 1, and cr,<o, for all t< t,,,. Then every w’l’ obtained bv 
applying A, (t < t,,,) to w also satisfies these conditions. 
CASE IV. Let w = (o, E) E W be as in the lemma, and suppose there is a 
triple(i,j,m)suchthati<j~m,e,=&,=E,=-l,~,<u,<~~,t,,,6i+l; 
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moreover, if u = min { t,,, , i} >n--k+ 1, then (T,_, >a,. Then every w”) 
obtained by applying A, (t < t,,,) t o w  satisfies the conditions of Case III or 
IV. 
Now assume that MI’ E Wa is obtained from w  E W” by applying operators 
A, in accordance with the requirement of decreasing t, and that at least one 
reflection of type (ii) is used. Consider the first such s,,~,, to occur. Since 
reflections of type (v) and s,, stabilize W’, s,, _ e, is applied to an element of 
W”, and the conditions (ii) imply that j= i+ 1. So we now assume that 
S e,~p,+, is the first such element to occur. Note that this appears in Aj and 
Ai+ with coefficients + 1 and - 1, respectively. 
1. If the reflections immediately preceding and following s,,++, involve 
neither i nor i + 1, then they could not have come from Ai or A,+, . Thus 
we are free to use either A, or Ai+ r for s,,-.,+~ to obtain w’, and the mul- 
tiplicities cancel. 
2. Suppose the preceding reflection is s,,+~,+~. Then F,= 1 implies I< i, so 
it must have come from A,+, (giving a factor of 1 in the multiplicity) and 
S e,~e,+, from A, (also a factor of 1). 
Before A, + 1 was applied, the following coditions were satisfied: z;. > Z~, + , 
(by the lemma); Y~<z~.+,<~,+,; there is no z>i+ 1 such that 
y,<cJ,<z,.+,. So we could have applied s,,+.,+, first, using A,, , (giving a 
factor of - 1 in multiplicity) and then s,,+,, using Ai (giving a factor of 1 in 
multiplicity) to obtain the same MI’, but with the negative multiplicity. The 
resulting sequence could not arise in part 1 above since here the reflection 
following s,~ ~ e, + i involves i. 
3. Suppose the succeeding reflection is se,+<,,. Then I< i, but we claim 
that this cannot have come from A,. Before s,,+,,+, was applied, the follow- 
ing conditions were satisfied: zi’ > ci’ + , ; y, < zi’+ , < y,+ , ; there is no 
‘7 >i+l such that Y~<o-<z~+,. 
After se,-.,+, and s~,+~,, we have =I?l,=~~>yj’)==~‘+,>y~=zl~), 
y, <“’ <Y/-l< I ~0’. If t:L = 1, then no A, (t < tga,) can decrease zi.Ji,, 
because z = 1 violates the condition in (v), and z$” cannot be increased. But 
this means that z;, + I > z:, , contradicting the fact that w’ E W’, and proving 
the claim. 
So we must use Ai for s@,+~~, and hence A,+, for se,_.,+,. But then we 
may apply se,+,,+, using Ai+l, followed by s,,-.#+~ using A,, to obtain the 
same w’ with negative multiplicity. This clearly cannot give a sequence 
obtained in part 1 or 2 above. (In fact, this is the inverse of the association 
defined in part 2.) 
4. Suppose the succeeding reflection is s,,- p,, I< i. Before s, ~ L,,+, was 
applied, the following condition was satisfied: ii > ... > zi, > z,! + , (by the 
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lemma). This implies l=i- 1. So t,C&<i, cipl =E,=E~+, = -1, fl)?, = 
Oi+l <G.=o~:)~<(T~~~=o~~), ~:‘l~+r>...>(~!~) >a:.?,, and ~]Y,>crf”. 
Thus afier these two reflections have been apklied, the conditions of 
Case IV are satisfied by the triple (i - 1, i, i + 1 ), contradicting u” E W”. So 
this case cannot occur. 
5. Suppose the succeeding reflection is s,,- ~,, i < 1. Then I > i + 1 because 
(J,, - P, + 1 )’ is forbidden by the pi, condition. We have tgi, = i, E, = E;+, = 
E!= -1, (~!l)=.,<.~+~=.j”<.,=.i:,~, and G~~)~=o,+~>o~=o~:),. 
Thus the conditions of Case IV are satisfied by (i, i + 1, I), a contradiction. 
These are the only possibilities for reflections preceding and following 
s r,~~,+,, so we have considered all cases, and constructed the desired one- 
to-one association. This completes the proof of (3.3) and hence of the main 
Theorem. 
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